During the drafting process from the 1920s to 1940s, the Weimar Constitution (WRV) played a decisive role in shaping Chinese social(-ist) constitutions, especially the part related to the socialeconomic issue. Through the lens of cultural translation, this paper seeks to explain how the WRV was adapted, reinterpreted, and recontextualized throughout several rounds of constitution making in China. By focusing on the roles played by the translators, legislators, and interpreters, this paper discusses how the social rights created by the WRV were translated into the fundamental policy of the 1947 Constitution of the Republic of China. Moreover, regarding »policy« as the legal instrument for regulating the social-economic life, and even broader fields, it triggers the modern transformation of Chinese meritocracy and reinforces the national legal tradition depicted in its modern form. To some extent, this case study on cultural translation of constitutional law discloses the mechanism, both temporarily and spatially, for the intercultural communication of the normative information.
The Weimar Constitution (WRV) played a decisive role in shaping Chinese constitutions in the 1920s and 30s. The social revolution promoted by the WRV inspired translators and lawmakers alike in China to reflect on and draw the links between law and culture, as well as between translation and legislation. By means of a historical comparison of the different versions of Chinese translations of the WRV published in the early 20 th century, this contribution shows how the WRV was culturally translated into the Chinese language as well as provides a theoretical framework for explaining how the WRV was adapted, reinterpreted, and recontextualized throughout several rounds of constitution-making in China. In particular, I will focus on the texts of the 1923 Constitution and the 1947 Constitution of the Republic of China (ROC). 1 To begin with, I will address the dual role and responsibility of Chinese constitution translators in the 1920s and show how their translation work intersected with their political involvement. Furthermore, I will analyze the mindset of the translators and their legal knowledge. More specifically, I examine how they processed and applied implicit legal knowledge transferred from foreign countries, not to mention their inherent Chinese past, in the process of translating Weimar within the enterprise of drafting their own versions of the Chinese constitution. In the second half of this paper, drawing on the archive of the Chinese Constituent Assembly, I will demonstrate how this rights-based model (derived from the WRV) was received by Chinese lawmakers, and then I will show how it was decoded into the policy-oriented model meant to address the increasingly pressing social and economic challenges in China at that time. 2 The two interpretative frameworks applied -Confucianism and the party's doctrine -not only enable new insights into the reflective translation of Weimar, but they also shed light on our reflection on both the reception of the WRV in China as well as the constitutionalization process in modern China.
1 From Translators to Legislators:
An Overview of Chinese Translations of the WRV In the early 1920s, the WRV was translated into Chinese by multiple translators. Not only did they translate from the German original but also from the English and Japanese versions. All subsequent constitutional compilations included the WRV, but only as a selection or reference to previous translations. This complicated intellectual landscape of Chinese translations of the WRV could be regarded as a consequence of translating Western legal information reaching back to the late Qing Dynasty. However, the knowledge infrastructure completed the transition from imperial translation agencies to overseas students, whether government-supported or self-funded, which thus brought about the direct appropriation from Europe and the United States rather than the overreliance on Japanese understandings of the West. The detailed publication information is listed below. 3 The academic background of the above-mentioned translators reveals an obvious trend shifting away from the retranslation of Japanese sources to immediate and direct contact with European and American legal knowledge. Most translators went to Japan and received legal and political training there, for instance, Deng Yuyi (1903 -1904 , Waseda University), Wang Yitang (1904 -1907 , Tokyo Shinbu Gakko), Chen Shouzhong (1906 -1909 , Waseda University), Zhang Junmai (1906 -1910 , Waseda University), Li Jiannong (1910 -1911 , Waseda University), Sa Mengwu (1921 -1923 , Kyoto University), Chen Xifu (?-1924 Cited by all constitutional commissions in the process of formulating China's own constitutions, Zhang's verisimilitude was widely cited, and his translation served as a foundational source throughout the constitution drafting process in the 1920s and 30s. Such popularity is due in part to Zhang's direct translation from the German, which stayed very close to the original to minimize possible misinterpretations due to cross-language translations. While Li's translation appeared at almost the exact same time, it was based on the English translation. However, all translations based on Japanese texts were published two years later, since they referenced more or less Minobe Tatsukichi's work in 1922. 4 The popularity of Zhang's translation was further enhanced by his political engagement across China. In 1923, he was invited by the National Affairs Conference (NAC, 国是会议) in Shanghai, initiated by eight professional groups after the national assembly dissolved, to draft a constitution for the NAC, which was often cited and quoted in drafting the 1923 Constitution. After World War II, within the context of the Political Consultative Conference, Zhang made another draft of the constitution. This draft served as the basis for the 1947 constitution, which had a far-reaching impact and is still in effect today in Taiwan. Due to his substantial contribution, Zhang is revered as the founding father of the ROC Constitution. Li enjoyed a similar level of success, since he was 4 Minobe (1922) . In this way, the dual roles and assumed responsibilities throughout both the translation and political movement activities show that the translation of the WRV was deeply embedded in and, in turn, contextualized by the very political climate in China in the 1920s and 30s. This process reveals the multiple dimensions of translation from the literal to the practical. 5 2 Legislators' State of Mind: An Implicit Knowledge
Intermediate Language

Represen
As the first two translators of the WRV, Zhang's and Li's interpretations of the document reveal how Chinese legislators made sense of the WRV when they (Zhang and Li) translated Weimar into the Chinese context -a mindset that found its way into their own drafts of the Chinese constitution. Throughout their writings on the WRV, both Zhang and Li draw an analogy between the WRV and a »ferry«, that is, the legislators and »ferrymen«. In this part, I explain the two analogies in order to show how they (the two analogies) made sense of the WRV and its drafters. Furthermore, by presenting the ways in which Zhang misinterpreted -whether intentionally or unintentionally -three quotations from Hugo Preuß' works, I will discuss how Zhang injected his own understanding as a legislator to decode Preuß' constitutional theory. All of this provides insights into the state of mind underlying the practice of constitutionmaking carried out by Chinese legislators. It also provides us with the examples as to how a set of implicitly transferred and inherited knowledge from the past experience with normative order in China came alive throughout the translations of constitutions.
A Ferry and its Ferrymen: Two Analogies of Weimar
Zhang and Li offered two different perspectives on how to understand the status of the WRV. The first involves a comparison with the »old constitutions«, and the second observes the current social revolution from the inside. 6 In other words, on the one hand, the 1918 Constitution of the Soviet Union and the 1919 WRV represent the path taken during the socialist era, and on the other, there is the inherent difference between radical and progressive reform, between the Russian and German revolutions in the concrete ways of realizing socialism. For the former, Li and Zhang place the WRV into an ever-evolving narrative via a historical perspective:
The revolutions of the 19 th century were aimed at political democracy. The modern revolution is aimed at the economic and social democracy. 7 From dozens of national constitutions, I think there are three of them that can represent respectively the era. That is the United States Constitution of 1789, the French Constitution of 1791, after the revolution, and the new constitution of Germany. The Constitution of the United States represents the Anglo-Saxon individualism of the 18 th century, and the French Constitution represents the spirit of freedom of civil rights of the 19 th century. The present German constitution represents the trend of the social revolution of the 20 th century. 8 Both Li's dichotomy of the political and social revolution and Zhang's three-stage historical narrative underline the remarkable representation of the WRV as the social revolution of the constitution. Moreover, Zhang's social revolution of the constitution posits that the economic and social realities are not just complementary elements meant to enrich the content of constitutions, but that they also serve as a driving force to restructure 5 Such mediators also played an important role in the case of Argentina; see Leticia Vita's contribution in this issue. 6 Canghai (1920) 1; Li (1922) them. It was created in an intrinsic »revolutionary motivation«, different from previous eras. 9 Zhang also quoted H. G. Wells, a novelist and historian, on the criterion for separating the new era from the old ones. »It is not political, economic or social, but rather the ways in which people make sense of humankind after the World War I.« 10 For the latter perspective, when making sense of socialism, there is a major difference between the Russian and the German revolutions, between the 1918 Soviet Constitution and the 1919 WRV, if viewed from within the social revolution itself. Confronted with the choice between the »future of China, Germany or Russia«, both Zhang and Li lean toward the approach of German progressive reform, that is, a reform of the social revolution. Zhang considers German revolution to represent a »common path« for everyone to practice, 11 while Li views the WRV as a »ferry« between the past and the future: Such a constitution is like a ferry, and its role is to attempt to slowly transport Germany from the present to the future. The current Germany contains relics of feudalism and religion going back hundreds of years, as well as remnants of bureaucracy, military capital, etc. from the 19 th century. Their roots go deep and are difficult to wipe out. In the future, Germany will not only achieve equality in politics but also economically, socially, and intellectually speaking, the realization of the equal status of all. Such a constitution is a medium from the present to the future. Its form is inseparable from the present, but its spirit is always focused on the future. 12
The first analogy drawn between the WRV and a »ferry« is a good illustration of Li's »instrumentality« of constitutions. On the one hand, a »ferry« is intended to carry an idea from one side to another and exhibits a transmissional and transitional nature -one capable of carrying out an incessant and gradual social revolution. On the other hand, this »ferry« moves in a clear metaphysical direction, from the present to the future, from reality to the ideal. However, he does not seek an evolutionary framework with a clear boundary between »backward« and »forward« in explaining the »present« and »future«. Quite the contrary, Zhang questions the idea that evolution would lead to perfection, and he neither believes that a political regime nor even a humanity reconfigured according to such an ideology would help us achieve such perfection. For this reason, the analogy of the ferry also highlights the instrumentality of the constitution and the uncertainty of how to employ such an instrument. As a result, Zhang stresses the importance of the legislators or »ferrymen«, according to the second analogy, who precisely navigate the ferry with their skill and experience:
The legislators are worth admiring for their outstanding mastery of techniques. As if the ferrymen skirted dangerous reefs, and the entire crew would die once the ferry hit the reef. Left or right? It is important to consider clearly before action can be taken. German political parties are not compatible with each other, and the German people also try to get to the bottom of things, always arguing over a single word. Therefore, unless there are insights into the delicate aspects of politics, as well as the excellent legislative techniques, it is not possible to complete the constitution as such. In this sense, the spirit of compromise among the German people is precious, but the wisdom of legislators has still played a key role. 13
As for the WRV, the »ferry« of the era, Li was slightly optimistic: »as long as the ferryman at the helm does not get the direction and the route wrong, I believe that the ferry can reach the destination.« 14 However, Zhang, who lived in Germany then and met several German politicians of various parties, saw struggles and compromises in the legislative process. According to Zhang's observation, the German legislators merged a large number of opposing systems to reconcile the demands of the parliamentary and presidential sys- 9 Zhang (1922 ) 382-383. 10 Zhang (1922 395. This is not a direct quotation of Wells, but rather a translation of Zhang's translation of Wells. 11 Zhang / Zhang (1920 ) 2-5. 12 Canghai (1920 Li (1922 ) 61. 13 Zhang (1920b Zhang (1922) 119. 14 Canghai (1920) 14.
Fokus focus Fupeng Li tem, the parliamentary legislation and referendum, the separation of powers and centralization, capitalism and labor, the Soviet and non-Soviet, private enterprise and socialization, respect for religion and exclusion of religion, and so on. Therefore, on the one hand, this reflects the excellent skill of legislators and, on the other, »the richness of the elasticity of the German constitution« facilitates its combination with different partisan interests and various trends of ages, creating a great deal of uncertainty. »That is why I believe that the German social revolution cannot be resolved only because of this new constitution.« 15 By examining the drafting process of the WRV, Zhang realized the importance of legislators and politicians, as the guardians of the constitution in the future, since everything has yet to be set, which depends on human factors, especially the skills and wisdom of the legislators.
With regard to the WRV and the German revolution, these two analogies -ferry and ferrymen -vividly illustrate how Chinese translators made sense of this constitution. They adhered to the era of social revolution and chose a gradual approach; to this end, the WRV was selected as a reference for drafting China's constitutions. However, Chinese translators viewed the WRV more as a tool. Its proper implementation was dependent on the legislators-ferrymen, who were to use their skill to steer this trend. As a result, it is not difficult to understand why Zhang attached such importance to the work of Hugo Preuß and introduced his theory of the state, but with a subtle misinterpretation.
The Legislators' State of Mind: Zhang's Creative Interpretation of Hugo Preuß
In two of his works, Zhang focuses on Hugo Preuß, one of the leading drafters of the WRV. This focus is due in part to a series of tough choices they shared in common as legislators: The West or the East? Democracy or Bolshevism? 16 As a result, Zhang tries to understand the choices of the WRV by interpreting Preuß' political theory and, in turn, redefines Preuß with his own interpretation as well. Zhang's interpretation reveals both the role expectation he assigns himself as well as the general state of mind of the Chinese legislators, which could be viewed as an implicit knowledge for drafting Chinese constitutions (from the perspective of praxeology).
Zhang either met with or interviewed several German politicians of various parties, such as Karl Kautsky, Rudolf Hilferding, Rudolf Breitscheid, Eduard Bernstein, Philipp Scheidemann, etc., and these personal contacts are helpful for accessing the details of the social revolution beyond the surface of the grand revolutionary narrative. However, in his Comments on the WRV in 1922, Zhang expressed special gratitude to Hugo Preuß for answering his two questions concerning the WRV, and he even attached this reply and a photo with Preuß' signature to the title page. Throughout Zhang's work, he even extols Preuß as the father of the WRV, aligning him with his counterparts in the US and Japan. 15 Zhang (1920a) 12; Zhang (1920b) 14; Zhang (1922) Moreover, in another work, Zhang (1930) notes that translators should bring two mindsets together, as both liberal politicians and Chinese literati (士大夫). He arrives at this conclusion having examined both sources from China and Germany. Zhang stresses that all political concepts are created in specific diplomatic and national affairs. In the absence of such a particular context, the concept is simply an unconsciously abstract word. The political theory should thus not be divorced from a given context and particular circumstances. Therefore, while widely citing the great names connected with the history of German Staatsrechtslehre, Zhang attempts to make sense of Preuß' theoretical and pragmatic choices by placing him in the context of Germany. In doing so, Zhang emphasized the political comment Preuß made in his 1918 newspaper article »Volksstaat oder verkehrter Obrigkeitsstaat«, which strongly influenced the path of German constitutional history. Here, Preuß pointed out that, confronted with this dilemma between the East and the West, democracy and Bolshevism, the social and political struggles could only be carried out peacefully within the framework of a democratic constitution, 17 one broad enough to be open to interpretation by anyone (including Zhang).
By viewing the three quotes from Hugo Preuß' works, observing the differences and similarities therein, we can clearly see how a concept is reproduced throughout cultural translation, from a democracy with liberal empiricism and skepticism to a »neutral« state (中立), and finally to the middle way (中道) and those literati pursuing this path, in the sense of Chinese tradition. In this regard, according to Zhang, legislators would gain a bird'seye view in terms of time and space, transcending people's general basic interests to attend to the future of the country as a whole. They are not just representatives from different parties debating only with their own power and goals in mind. This creative process of translation will be discussed in detail below.
First, Zhang confirms that Preuß upholds that the state should be »neutral«; however, he never modified the Staatsform to be neutral -a term that generally expresses, according to Preuß' work, a neutral relation between sovereignties in the sense of international law. Furthermore, for Zhang, the concept of neutrality represents a certain form of skepticism, which means that the state is not to interfere in the free competition amongst individuals or parties. Finally, he ferreted out proof from Preuß' posthumous commentary on the WRV:
Compared to the general theories, Preuß' point is very special. Therefore, I cannot but directly quote his original text, as follows: ›The democratic principle of political equality is not the equality of individuals, but the inability of the legal system to measure their inequality.‹ From this we can recognize that apart from the allpowerful state, there is still one unknowable state, the so-called skeptical view of the nation. Preuß further continues with the principle of free competition, ›only on this basis can the real 17 Zhang (1930) This quote comes from Preuß' posthumous work, which was edited by Gerhard Anschütz and published in 1928. In this part, fighting against the Bolshevist polemic, Preuß elucidates the »formal« principles of democracy and harshly repudiates the misinterpreted one by the Bolsheviks. 19 His argument is based on the difference between three concepts: equality (Gleichheit), equivalency (Gleichwertigkeit), and the equality of rights (Gleichberechtigung).
Preuß believes the equality de jure sustaining a constitutional framework is grounded in the inequality de facto among individuals.The seemingly contradicting argument is backed up by the very fact of the gap between seeing inequality from above and experiencing inequality on the individual level. Thus, the principle of democracy manifests itself in terms of a so-called formal principle. 20 However, Zhang shifts the focus from a formal framework of running democracy to a neutral position of the state. Moreover, the combination of a skeptical national view and free competition, aloofness instead of engagement -as noted by Zhang, are detrimental to the future development of a country's political core if it remains »neutral«. Zhang's interpretation is also interlaced with his own experiences and encounters with the political setting of the time. For example, before his third visit to Germany, Zhang was secretly arrested by KMT, the ruling political party of China. This encounter deflated his confidence in KMT. Such experiences shape is outlook and are visible throughout his interpretations of constitutional theory. 21 Second, Zhang needed to answer the question as to what should serve as the pillar of the constitution in the event that the party politics is not trustworthy. In this regard, Zhang moves even further away from the neutral constitutional framework to embrace a neutral intellectual sense of fairness that goes beyond opposing parties:
In light of Preuß' theory on this point, although he does not explicitly state it, it should be inferred from his opinions that apart from the power of political parties, there should be a neutral force. He would certainly agree with this. The meaning of neutrality in this section is different from that in the previous section. In the above, neutrality refers to the skepticism of the bystanders. This attitude is difficult to apply in current countries, where economic and social politics are turbulent. Instead, the neutrality defined here refers to those who advocate a facing of the facts and can solve problems fairly. They are not biased in favor of any party or individual. If a country does not have such a sense of neutrality, then the rule of law must not be maintained for long. 22 This is not a direct quotation from Preuß, but rather an inference based on his political theory. On the one hand, Zhang explicitly acknowledges that his definition of neutrality is completely different from that of Preuß; he has transformed a seemingly passive, non-interventionist understanding into a positive commitment. In this regard, the meaning of neutrality has completely changed from non-participation to impartial judgement. On the other hand, the shift of definitions also reveals the shift of Zhang's focus, that is, from the constitution as the operating framework of the state to certain persons who could represent intellectual fairness. This is the third transition from state / constitution to lawmakers. Moreover, Zhang attempts to reveal the similarity between Chinese literati and the German intellectual attitude, that is, a certain independent spirit demonstrated in the third quotation (as used by Zhang) of Preuß' evaluation of Rudolf von Gneist in his eulogy:
In today's Germany, there are often doubts about whether there are still independent political intellectuals that reach out beyond narrow party interests […]. However, Preuß' evaluation of Rudolf von Gneist is as follows: ›A spirit, 18 Zhang (1930) 19 On this topic, see also Preuß (1925) . 20 Preuß (1928 ) 326, 328. 21 Jeans (1997 . 22 Zhang (1930) 76. however, which keeps its researching gaze firmly focused on the deep inner process of gradual historical development, which dares to apply the yardstick to the political questions of the day, must put up with being celebrated today by the loud and quick-witted guardians of public opinion as the paragon of wisdom, to be fought tomorrow as apostates because of the same view.‹ Although it is much more difficult for today's political thinkers to keep their independence than before, Preuß' words mentioned above still ring true in the current world. Moreover, we could see Preuß' independent spirit in his words. […] In this way, the fate of the German intellectual community and the fate of the Weimar Constitution are closely linked and never separated. 23
This quote from Preuß' memorial to Rudolf von Gneist in 1895 stresses the rapid change of public opinion: while the public, especially regarding political matters, learns very slowly, it forgets all the more quickly and loses interest in the meaning of the fundamental issue once confronted with an attractive slogan. Zhang's emphasis, however, moves away from criticizing the public towards appreciating both Gneist's and Preuß' intellectual independence. Moreover, Zhang ties the fate of the WRV to the independence of the German intellectual community. In other words, Zhang not only repudiates the politics of the political parties that only serves to advance their own interests, but also the exclusion of the broad masses of people who might easily be swayed by such party politics, thus shaking the legitimacy of popular sovereignty. It means that the people should not only be represented but also guided by the sovereign. Therefore, Zhang translated the paragon of wisdom with the person of foresight (先觉者), in contrast with the person of hindsight or non-sight, a category also used by Sun Yat-sen in his party doctrine. I will discuss this in more detail in part three.
To sum up, through Zhang's creative interpretation, the image of the liberal politician Hugo Preuß, as the main drafter of the WRV, gradually becomes not only the Chinese understanding of the legislator but also designates Zhang's own role in the process. This process of concept translation includes three steps. The first step is the shift from liberal radical empiricism / skepticism to the value neutrality of the competing parties or classes. The second step is away from neutrality to a pathway ›in-between‹. This is mainly derived from the idea of Zhongyong (中庸), which is a central document in the Confucian tradition commonly known as the »Doctrine of the Mean«. 24 When it comes to the future of China -Germany or Russia -Zhang applies the idea of Zhongyong to explain the reason for choosing the WRV: according to the sages' words, the instructors should only teach the middle course between extremes to the people. 25 Consequently, there is a third transformation from the middle way to that of guardianship, not to mention from the Chinese traditional literati to the person possessing political foresight -precisely the role as legislator Zhang envisioned for himself. This legislator is to remain neutral with respect to the different parties and transcends various party's partial interests, and thus represents the whole of the people and guides them along the middle path.
Moreover, Zhang's interpretation of Preuß also shows the general mindset of Chinese legislators. On the one hand, we must understand that the KMT, the Communist Party, and various democratic parties, mainly composed of intellectuals, all regard themselves as representing the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the people, and not just a segment or part of them. On the other hand, one needs to keep in mind that Zhang's concept of the person of foresight, Sun Yat-sen's category of people's consciousness (知觉), and Mao Zedong's mass line, are all based on Wang Yangming's theory of mind (阳明心学), a prominent school of Neo-Confucianism since the Ming dynasty. Therefore, this self-conception as a person of foresight not only refers to Zhang but also stands proxy for Chinese legislators as a whole. This image of the Chinese legislator implied an ambitious intention in rebuilding the relationship 23 Zhang (1930) between state and people that goes beyond class contradictions, not to mention a strong determination to reconfigure the constitution through the social(-ist) revolution. Therefore, they seem to be appropriating the framework consisting of social rights and duties created in the WRV. In short, the typical state of mind shared by Chinese legislators represents a certain kind of implicit knowledge (from the perspective of praxeology); this form of knowledge affects the adoption, interpretation, and recontextualization of foreign knowledge, directly or indirectly, in the process of constitutionmaking in modern China.
The Policy-Oriented Model: Two Argument Frameworks
This section deals with the Chinese variants of the economic life connected with the WRV -from industry (实业) to livelihood (生计), in the Chinese traditional sense, to the national economy (国民经济), as it relates to fundamental national policies (基本国策). These expressions articulate the specific meanings, seen from the perspective of the Chinese legislators, ascribed to social-economic issues, demonstrate the changing context of the social reform, and reveal the constitutional mechanism for reconfiguring the state through policies, rather than the rights and duties used in the Weimar model. 26 As a result, the Chinese constitution deftly creates a new and sustaining balance consisting of the three components belonging to the structure of the triangular constitution: sovereignty, right, and national policy. Below, I analyze two frameworks concerning how this constitutional mechanism was translated from Weimar to the Chinese context, respectively into traditional Confucianism in the 1920s and the revolutionary doctrine in the 1930s and 40s.
Thinking Through Confucianism: The 1923 Constitution
Constructed throughout the United-province Autonomy Movement (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) (1924) (1925) (1926) , the first constitution of the ROC was announced on October 10, 1923. »Livelihood« played a central role in this constitution; as Wu notes, »the key to the whole constitute is the local system, but its spirit lies in the chapters on livelihood and education.« 27 Due to the political turmoil, however, these two chapters were not submitted at the third reading and thus failed to be written into the final 1923 Constitution. Nevertheless, the draft chapter on livelihood is still worth taking seriously, since it unfolds a representative model of how to assimilate the social(-ist) normativity of the WRV within a Confucian framework, which was derived from the works of Liang Qichao (梁启超) and Zhang Junmai, and further developed by Lin Changmin (林长民), a core member of the constitutional committee. Lin continued to use the term livelihood as the chapter title and enunciated his legislative logic in the report on the draft constitution of 1923:
The articles in the chapter ›Livelihood‹ are mostly adapted from the relevant content of the Economic Life in the new constitution of Germany. In other words, the German Constitution can be perceived as the source of this chapter. However, the national livelihood has long been stressed by our classic political theory. Confucius said, ›the heads of states [or noble families] do not worry over poverty but instead over equal distribution of wealth; they do not fret over underpopulation, but whether the people are insecure. Now, if there is equality in distribution there will be no poverty; if there is harmony in society there will be no underpopulation, and if there is security, there will be subversion.‹ This is actually the fundamental idea of socialism in modern times. Moreover, Mencius focuses on the benevolent government (仁政), and the point is to ensure that the common people possess a steady livelihood (恒产), ›[Therefore the intelligent ruler will regulate the livelihood of his people] so that they have enough to support their parents and their own children […] .‹ Everything just mentioned by Mencius above are the detailed rules for regulating the livelihood. According to this classic theory, we formulate the articles in the chapter ›Livelihood‹, which should not be viewed as a copy of something new from abroad. 28
At the beginning of this report, Lin explicitly acknowledges, on the one hand, that the WRV served as the direct source of reference during the drafting of the chapter on »Livelihood« in the 1923 Constitution. On the other, he views the WRV merely as the material point of departure for the process of deconstruction -a necessary process for re-embedding key elements of the WRV into the long-accepted network of Confucian ideas such as the benevolent government (仁政) and peopleoriented thought (民本). In other words, instead of the hypothesis based on class conflicts between the bourgeoisie and the working class, the legal relationship is formulated between the intelligent ruler and (all) the common people. Moreover, the link between them is the concept of the steady livelihood (恒产), which is always oriented towards the concrete needs of the common people in constructing a permanent order. In this regard, Art. 2 of the 1923 Constitution, concerning the distribution and usage of real estate under the supervision of the state, emanated from Art. 155 of the WRV; however, the introduction of »steady livelihood« completely changed its meaning. Then, in the last part of his report, Lin outlines a comprehensive thought on how to integrate the social(-ist) source of the WRV into the Confucian framework:
This chapter is not a chapter of the socialist constitution, but it does include the content from the socialist constitution in order to conform to the trends of the world. It aims to abolish social inequality, to provide benefits to humankind, and to avoid endless turmoils, rather than a temporary fulfillment of ordinary politics. In Yi Jing (易经), ›The great attribute of heaven and earth is the giving and maintaining of life. What is most precious for the sage is to get the (highest) place. What will guard this position for him? Men. How shall he collect a large population round him? By the power of his wealth.‹ The constitution of the republic is the highest position of all national people. According to the constitution, the sage could gain the people' support through a more equitable distribution of wealth in order to guard the constitution itself. Therefore, ›the wealth is the basis [for emperors] to collect people for maintaining the position, to assure the livelihood of people, to comply with the great attribute of heaven.‹ In short, the spirit of this draft chapter does not plagiarize European new constitutions; instead, they have deeply taken root in our profound basis. 29
In contrast to the Weimar model, a unified system of fundamental rights from the bottom up, Lin provides a new logic of state intergradation imposed from the top down. First, the belief in creating and maintaining life is viewed as the starting point for the construction of a Confucian order in the secular world. Second, akin to the throne in imperial China, the constitution in the Republic represents the highest position of authority in order to fulfill the livelihood of the people. Third, the constitution and the common people are channeled by traditional sages, or their contemporary counterparts, the legislators and politicians, who integrate the whole of the people within the constitution by ensuring its effective implementation. Finally, a more equitable distribution of wealth is the specific key to unite the people as a state. Therefore, the proper mechanism for integrating all the common people into the state works from the top down, namely from the transcendent worldview to the empirical political order, from the constitution to the sages / politicians and then to the common people. In short, the WRV attempts to bridge the opposing classes through the rightsbased social autonomy; however, Chinese legislators highlight the difference between the so-called intelligent ruler and his people, which formulates the Chinese hypothesis on policy-oriented regulation.
Reconstruction Within the Party's Doctrine: The 1947 Constitution
In 1924, the reorganization of the Nationalist Party of China (KMT, 国民党) marked the turning point in the history of Chinese constitutional law. In response to this, Li Jiannong said, »everyone argued for the legal constituted authority (法统) before the reorganization, but afterwards it became the party authority (党统).« 30 In terms of constitu-tional law, this transition meant an attempt to reconstruct the legitimacy of the state from its prior proportional representativeness to the KMT's progressiveness in order to lead the Great National Revolution. In this sense, the chapter on »National Economy«, in both the 1936 Draft Constitution and the 1947 Constitution, was conferred a revolutionary expression. In other words, the term »national« was not a simple modifier; instead, it confirms the continuity of the KMT's legitimacy as the party destined to carry out the transition from the national revolution to the project of nation-building and constitution-making. Therefore, the key issue faced by the KMT was how to integrate the various constitutions from around the world, above all the respective constitutions of the Weimar Republic and Soviet Union, into its framework of the Three Principles of the People: nationalism, the democracy and the people's livelihood:
Since WWI, new constitutions have paid more attention to social regulation. Issues such as economic life and public welfare became important to the constitution […], for instance, the German Weimar Constitution and the new constitution of the Soviet Union. There is a chapter on ›National Economy‹ in this draft constitution, which is born out of the principal of people's livelihood. According to the Fundamentals of National Reconstruction (建国大纲), the primary task of society lies in the people's livelihood. In his ›Addressing Words‹, an article that appeared in the publication Min Bao (民报发刊词), Dr. Sun Yat-Sen (孙中山), as the founder of our nation, said that ›the twentieth century would be dominated by the principal of people's livelihood.‹ […] [T]he constitution we need at present is the constitution of the Three Principles of the People, and thus the part of national economy, of course, belongs to this constitution. 31
The above interpretation reveals that the 1936 Draft Constitution was geared toward the social(-ist) trend of constitutions after WWI and was deeply influenced by both the German and Soviet constitutions. On the other hand, the 1936 Draft Constitution was the achievement of the national revolution and thus should be situated within the coherent narrative of revolution, nation-building and constitution-making. In the earliest stage of consultation, the Three Principles of the People directly served as the structure for the three parts in both Wu Jingxiong's (吴经熊) and Zhang Zhiben's (张知本) respective private drafts. During the committee stage, Sun Ke (孙科), as chairman of the constitutional committee, proposed to remodel the draft based on Sun Yat-Sen's principle of separating the sovereign power from the governance power (权能分离). Even more important is the category of the three subjects, with foresight, hindsight, and non-sight together serving as the hypothesis for the separation principle. In other words, only the select few capable of foresight are revolutionary leaders like Sun Yat-Sen; government officials that operate with hindsight serve the people by means of governance power; and the common people of non-sight seize the sovereign power as master of the country. Therefore, in light of the KMT's discourse, Sun Yat-Sen, the KMT and the common people correspond to one of the above-mentioned categories constituting the three subjects, each possessing a different form of sight and consciousness. Moreover, the supreme people, those with non-sight, suggest that a mechanism other than rights serves to attain a well-balanced livelihood.
To this end, the two most significant policies are the equalization of land ownership (平均地权) and the restriction of private capital (节制资本), which are derived from the Sun Yat-Sen's principle of the people's livelihood and embodied in the 1936 Draft Constitution (Art. 117-123) and the 1946 Constitution (Art. 143-145). Furthermore, these two policies were written into the general principal of national economy (Art. 142) of the 1946 Constitution, i.e. »the national economy shall be based on the principle of the people's livelihood and shall seek to effect equalization of land ownership and restriction of private capital in order to attain a well-balanced sufficiency in national wealth and people's livelihood«. In short, the economic policy links the abstract doctrine of the KMT and concrete targets for fulfilling the livelihood of the people.
While the social-economic policies are scattered throughout several articles of the chapter on national economy in the 1936 Draft Constitution, the policy-based model takes tangible shape as a 31 Legislative Yuan (1940) . This design lies in the notion that the national economy and education fall under the category of the fundamental policies of the state, and the national defense and the foreign policy are also the significant issues at the heart of this category. Therefore, in the draft constitution, these four fields are introduced into the chapter on ›Fundamental National Policies‹. In this chapter, several articles are particularly significant, for instance, the nationalization of the military of Art. 134 […] . 33
On the surface, the new category of the fundamental national policy seems to be derived from the political character of the economic and educational articles. However, the term »policy« is explicitly put forward and expanded on mainly to integrate the military and diplomatic resources into the constitution. After the war, the most significant challenge confronting the parties was the nationalization of the military. In other words, whether generalizing the term »policy« as a con-stitutional category or introducing other issues into this new category, such as military, diplomacy, and frontier, they are meant to generate consistency between the form, the group, the elements and resources. In contrast to the right-based model of the WRV, the 1947 Constitution completes the policy-oriented model with regards to the socialeconomic life. »The policies come from the party's doctrines for realizing them. Therefore, the policy is the approach embodied in the party's doctrine, and the party's doctrine is the purpose of the policy.« In short, the Three Principles of the People (as the doctrine of the KMT), the fundamental national policies, and the fundamental rights and duties of the people make up a unidirectional, irreversible, and progressive structure. The policy creates a transitional mechanism between what is (the present) and what will be (the future), thus indicates the possibility of frequent social changes in a continuous social-state reconstruction.
Final Remarks
This historical study of translating Weimar into the drafting process of the Chinese social(-ist) constitutions reveals two interdependent and interrelated phenomena of legal transfers as processes of cultural translation. The first kind of legal translation refers to the spatial transnationalization of the normative knowledge. 34 For instance, Chinese legislators employed the instrument of policy in order to reconfigure the Weimar experience. This kind of translation degrades the legal paradigm to mere legal resources within the legislative comparison, which needs to be embedded into the unified framework of thinking, such as Confucianism or the party's doctrine of the »Three People's Principles«. This mode of national thinking, rather than the transnational references, has a more profound effect on constructing legal instruments. Moreover, we can clearly perceive the traces of national legal tradition in the process of transnational translation. In other words, there is another temporal phenomenon of legal translation in support of the coherence between legal traditions and urgent 32 Chen (1947 ) 255. 33 National Assembly Secretariat (1946 399. 34 For other instances of spatial translation of Weimar, such as the South America and the common law world, see the contributions by Carlos M. Herrera and Donal Coffey in this Focus section.
Fokus focus
Fupeng Li demands at present. The sense of time leads to the historicization as well as the canonization of the existing category. Regarding »policy« as the legal instrument for regulating the social-economic life, and even broader fields, it triggers the modern transformation of Chinese meritocracy (贤人政治). In short, the traditional framework for conceiving the subject / citizen and its relationship to the state not only channels the complex processes of transnational legal translation, such as the adaptation, reinterpretation, and recontextualization of the foreign legal information, but it also reinforces the national legal tradition depicted in its modern form.
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